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Abstract; The study  mainly  explored  the behavioural flow and  the linkage relationship  between  the

searched  content  and  the transfbrmed ideas in designers' ideatien process through the methods  of

in-situ observation  of  four practicing graphic designers, This paper proposes a  two-stage S-R

behavioural flow within  a  designer 's  ideation process, And  the main  findings show  that first, designers

tend to geneTate more  difTerent directions of  ideas in the "S-R
 for WI"  stage  period and  combine

different ideas or cortibine  them  with  their imagination in the "S-R

 for CNS"  stage  period. Second, the

visual  stimuli with  more  concrete  features that designers found was  utilized  to comhine  with  others  to

form  a complete  idea while  the visual  stimuli with  more  abstraet  features seem  to be combined  with  the

designer's imagination to form some  ideas that differed from  the previous ideas. Moreover, the study

should  be regarded  as  a  pilot study  fbr proposing an  analytic  method  to the Telated  research  in the

design field and  other  possible methods  should  be utilizedi to in the future.for interpreting the deep

1inkage between the content  they  searched  for and  the ideas they  generated,
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1.Introduction

   Designing  is regarded  as  a  particular kind of  search

process [1] in whieh  a designer has to find an  optirrnim

solution  to meet  the initial design problem  Hence, a  key

issue in the  design related  research  is realizing  how  a

designer faces the design problem  and  generates the

appropriate  approaches  to solve  the problem in the ideation

process, especia.11y  focusing on  the transforming pTocedure
and  condition  of  the ideas, For this reason,  rnany

researchers  have  studied  how  designers utilize their own

sketches  and  how  such  sketches  help them  think up  ideas

and  concepts  [2-5], by which  researchers  explore  their

behaviours and  thiiiking procedures in the ideation period to

catch  the  designers' thinking path through  analyzing  the

designers' external  representations.  Therefore, a  designer's

designing is described as  the well  known  interactive
structure  of  

"seeing-moving-seeing"

 [3] based on  the

designer7s 
"reflection".

 Designers' secing  action  rnay

inciude both the designer's active  searching  intention and

the content  they are  seeing.

   In terrns of  the content,  visual  stirnuli  may  become the

trigger that draws out  the designer's reflection  which  then

influences the  designers' actions  within  the ideation process.

Therefbre, many  researchers  believe that more  visual  clues

trigger designers' mental  images  in their ideation process [3,
6-12]. On  the other  hand, Gero and  Kannengiesser  [13]
utilized  the interactive relationshtp  among  the three worlds,
"external

 world'7,  
C`interpreted

 world"  and  
"expected

 world",

to illustrate the situated  designing (Figure 1) that may

interpret the designers' intention of  their active  searching

behaviour. That is, a designer's searching-retrieving  (S-R)
behaviour could  be regarded  as the external  presentation of

hislher expected  world,  and  the targets that a  designer is

searching  for or  retrieving  on-line  therefbre are  predicted

according  to current  goals and  interpretations of  the current

state.  Moreover,  Cheng  and  Yen  [14] have found that most

designers spend  about  one-third  of  their ideation time to
search  for relevant  reference  materials  and  the behaviour

absolutely  is essential  in the designing procedure. However,
what  kind of  stimuli  the designers referred  to connects  with

which  type  ofidea  they  generated has not  been discussed so

frequently in the literature. Thus, in this studM  the authors

attempted  to address  the relationship  between the visual

stimuli  they  were  referring  to and  thc sketches  they were

creating  in the ideation process through  focusing on  their

S-Rbehaviour.
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Figurel. Situatedness as  the  Interaction of  Three Worlds  [13]

    Due  to most  related  research  about  the  designers'

thinking process or behaviour has concentrated  on  the area

of  product, engineering  or  architectural  design, as well  as

the related  experiments  were  mostly  carried  out  with  the

subjects  of  such  design areas  [15-18]. It is very  irrrportant to

explore  the features of  graphic designers' ideation process

for further cornparing  with  the product, engineering  and

architectural  design area  in the future research.  Therefore,

in this study,  we  focused on  the linkage relationship

between the searched  content  and  the transformed  ideas

within  the  graphic designers' ideation processes. And  our

observations  on  the designers' sketches  aim  at tracing the

interlinking of  their ideas as  far as  possible, in which  the

sketches  could  be  regarded  as  a  means  ofproviding  clues  to

trace the transformation of  the designer's idcas,

2. Design  of  Experiment

    This study  conducted  in-situ observation  mainly  to

research  the designers' searching-retrieving  and  to attempt

to find the linkage relationship  between the content  they are

searching  for and  the content  they are sketching  in the

ideation process. Every  participant in this experiment  was

allowed  the greatest freedom  and  uurestricted  searching  for

relevant  data to perform  an  assigned  task in hislher

pTacticing space  as  the situated  designing happened in

everyday,  Each participant was  given the needed  time to

perform the assigned  task in spite ofthe  progress rate  helshe

achieved.  We  started  recording  after  they read  the task

exposition  the study  provided while  stopped  recording

when  they thought that they  have  developed an  expected

idea to serve  as  the  final representation.  At  the same  time, in

order  to avoid  interrupting the participants' ideation process,
since  designeTs might be reticent  or unable  to verbalize

simultaneously  whilst  generating ideas [19], all their

non-verbal  behaviour and  external  representation

throughout  the period were  monitored  by a digitat camera

which  was  placed to right-back  or left-back side of  the

designer (see Figure 2).

(b)participantB
       ttt

      tt /t/t

    ,ls,,,ee.I･/illili･･

di
 (c) participant C (d) participant D

Figure2. Monitoring Method  in This Experiment

2.1. Participant and  Task

    In this study,  four graphic designeTs participated in the

experiment  selected  by judgment sampling  method.  Al! of

them  had at least one  year ofexperience  and  were  iiot  aware

of  the purpose of  the  experiment.  The  four participants'

personal information are presented in Table 1. The in-situ

observation  was  executed  in two  individual studios, a

clothing  eompany  and  a  design firm in rfaiwan.

 Two

participants were  assigned  the same  task that was  devised

by  the experirnenter  and  the tasks  in this study  were  as

fo11ows: 1) to design a  mark  fbr the Paralympics and  2) to

design a DM  fbr the New  Year firework show  (see Table 1).

2.2. Coding  Scheme

    The experimental  data in this study  was  segmented

according  to a  set  of  behavioural codes  using  the content

analysis  technique, The  designer's behaviour coding

scheme  developed for the analysis  were  adjusted  and  shared

the characteristics of  Atman and  Bursic's design activity

coding  scheme  [20], Chusilp and  Jin's cognitive  activity

model  of  conceptual  design [21] and  Cardella et  al.'s

representation  ceding  scheme  [22]. Moreover, the

developed coding  scheme  was  utilized  to analyze  the

graphic designers' behavioural flow in Cheng and  Yenis [14]
and  Cheng  et  al.'s reseaTeh  [23] as  weli.  At the  same  time,

the researchers  also examined  the  whole  film to  ensure  that

each  ofthe  four participants' behaviours within  the recorded

data could  be categorized  into one  of  the behavioural codes.

Therefore, the ten kinds of  behavioural codes  were  the

coding  standards  of  this research  (the ten behavioural codes

with  definition are shown  in [[bble 2).

    In the classifying  process, two  researchers  cut  the raw

data, transcribed from the video  part ofthe  experiment,  into

many  segments  according  to the time point ofthe  changing

behaviour. A  segment  is the behavioural unit,  as well  as the

basic unit  to explore  the presenting order  of  the designers'

S-R  behaviour and  the linkages between S-R behaviour and

other  behaviours duTing the  participants' ideation process in
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Thble 1 Four  Participants'  Individual Information and  the  Design  [[itsk

,',?hr.tiCiptirit,''' $pt',- 
''',

 
'/lkftitleg}ti(S?e'sr/.s>'

 ll'lbepe'Qfqopa.banY ･,Desig"
 ,task

A Female 7 Individual studio

B Female 2 In-housedesigner
to design a  mark  for the Paralympics

C male 6 Individual studio

D male 1 Design firm
to des]gn a  DM  for the New  Year firework shew

            -

Table2BehaviourCodin  Scheme
t ttt
B.ebpyi{ininy gegdoj'.' 

i

 
''
 ･/ 

'･''"'i
 
'1'tt'i'kft'itibn

Analyzing task (AI') Readmg task exposition  provided by the experimenter;  understanding  and  analyzing  problerns

writiag･d'ayn/iqead･twl)' / /  ･Wtitingrddx?in keyyiords'as thp ideas they'gpmerated to ･bcr used  later} listing, adding  or

.'ledjilig'tfdg･pt,erer' e'. nfiptrilafiVes;, 
',
 

-
 

'

 
'

Reading ewn  keywords (ROK) Reading the keywords they  have written  down  m  advance

ILeQking af･bwh sketcnes,(L"S)･'  
i
 
'
 

'
 1"'LniQKI'fig,'afths. ske{eliestbesbhi:e,-dtawh in atlvailc¢

Looking at relevant information {LRI)Looking at the mformatton  they have scarched  for or  retrievedm  advance

IDmiain,ggertdeiltioe･<D¢ )', 

'11',
 ISitliee{ing,1 coitlS//gi.is.g'lak/cOmpqsing efig alternativs)sthby hiive' wrinen  dQw:) Sh adyance

Searching-retrievinginformation(S-R)Searching for information in the reference  rnaterial  for capturing  ideas, sketching  or  drawing;
pasting memo  stickers  on  reference;  retneving  information  on-lme  for capturing ideas,

sketchmg  or  drawing; saving the retneyed  infbrmation m  the hard disc

, Gath. ering'i,ufotpt. aCibn/thgysqpsehed'
 fo, kQfreajlavedICCII$rw･. 1'･ 

'
 

',･,  Gpa, ;ering,';eieic,mSrt'arifdropptdTy,they$earehed-for;  a'r, ruqgiag  rel'evant  pietqres Dr  information
i/ bSll'gmtiittgev'pEpguvn/gs.gl. ti!inti.n.g'it.･o.ut, ,fo}later rpfefenee

Creatmg new  sketches  (CNS) Creatmg the new  pictures, labels or  arrows

t tt . tt t tt .. tt     -,
Cop{fnilng&'to･.*eteb (CS)',. 

',.;1
 

'
 .' l, ,'' l 

',/,,eaj.im.
 ..fi).is{fo,lp,pa..k'6ti.,e,ISkl.i, tcrtt rkykaj. .el'di;.wti bS.draWing thg pte. iu,es. Iabel" or arrews

this study,  Each segment  was  put into one  of  the nine  codes

by two people, one  researcher  and  a codeT  who  directly

classified  all segments  which  had  been  cut  in advance  into

the behavioural codes,  Each  categorized  segment  coded  by

the coder  was  compared  to the reseaTcher's  for evaluatmg

inter-coder reliability.  Finally, we  drew  the  connective

relationship  between the searched  content  and  the

transformed ideas in detail after cliscussing the exhibited

order  of  the  four graphic designeTs' all behaviours and  their

sketches.

3. Results mnd  Discussions

   This study  conducted  in-situ observation  mainly  fbr

researching  the two  participants' S-R behaviour and  find the

1inkage between  the  searched  content  and  the  transfbrmed

ideas in  their ideation  processes, Analyses  therefore

concentrated  on  the  designers" S-R behaviour that exhibited

in their designmg and  the content  they  were  searching  for

and  their sketches  in this study, includmg the presenting
order  of  all their behaviours and  the linkage between their

searched  visual  images or  written  words  and  done sketches,

3.1. The  Presenting  Order  ot' All Behayiours  in Ideatien

Flow

   The  presenting order  of  the fbur participants' a]I

behaviours after  they read  the task exposition  durmg their

tasks are  shown  in Figure 3. This figure indicates the  order

of  ten kinds ofbehavioural  codes  that appeared  durmg their

ideation  process. The  numhers  below the transverse  axle  of

Figure 3 show  the presenting order  of  the correspondmg

behavioural codes.  That is, the first behavioural code  of  the

four participants is S-R. Moreover, m  order  to clearly  show

the fbur participantsi presentmg  order  of  their behaviours in

a  figure, the thin-black, bold-black, bold-gray and

gray-dotted lines are individually utilized to mdicate  the

behavioural fiow ofparticipant  A, B, C  and  D. For instance,

all behaviours ofparticipant  A  in order  are  S-R, GISR, S-R,

GISR, S-R, GISR, WI, GISR, WI, LRI, WI, S-R, WI, DC,

CNS,  S-R, CNS,  S-R, CS, LOS,  CNS, WI, CNS, DC, CNS,

CS, S-R and  CS  Addittonally, each  CNS  behaviour

segment  of  the fbur participants rmght  not  merely  include a

new  created  sketch.  The amount  of  done sketches  during a

participant's CNS  behaviour segment  does not  be shown  in
this figure, but will be slightly mentioned  abeut  later.

   In terms of  analyzing  the results shown  m  figure 3, the

study  found a  similar  presentmg  order  of  a strcam  of

behaviours appears  in the four participants' ideation  fiow, In

other  words,  we  mainly  obtained  two  noticeable  stages  of

behavioural connection  that  focused on  the S-R  behaviour

withm  their designing by  analyzing  the expenmental  data

Csee Table 3), First of  all, the tirst stagc  is a  set  of  meqority

behaviours  in  which  the S-R, LRI  and  Wl  behaviours
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Figure3. The  Presellting Order  of  the  Four  Participants'All Behayiours Nvithin  Their  ldeation  Process

appear  frequently frorn the  IS` to the 14th behaviour of

participant A's ideation flow, from  the !S ̀ to the 5th

behaviour of  participant B's, from the IS' te the 8th

behayiour ofC's  and  from the 1St to the 6th behaviour ofD7s.

However, we  also  found participant A  frequently arranged

the retrieved  data (GISR) by computer  while  other  three

participants seldom  or  had  no  this behaviour within  the

same  stage.  For  this reason,  GISR  behaviour does not  be

regarded  as the one  of  the main  behavioural codes  in this

stage.  The  second  stage  is also  a  set  of  majQrity  behaviours

in which  the CS, CNS,  S-R  and  LOS  behaviours appear

frequently from the 15th to the 20th behaviour ofparticipant

A's ideation fiow, from  the 5tii to the 10th behaviour of

participant B's, from the 9th to the 14'h behaviour of

panicipant C's and  from the 6tt] to the 19th behaviour of

participantD's.

    The  two  noticeable  behavioural stages  related  to the

S-R  behaviour in the four participants' ideation process are

shown  in Table 3 and  interpreted as  fo11ows. In the first

stage,  participant A,  B  and  C  all started  to retrieve  relevant

information on-line  through  keying some  keywords  on  the

websites  of  search  engineers  after  they read  the task

exposition  while  participant D searched  fbr relevant  visual

stimuli  from a  reference  book, Then  the four participants
were  writing  down  some  ideas they have gotten on  the

paper while  they were  searching  for some  data from  a

Teference  book or  retrieving  relevant  information on-line  by

computer  (S-R) and  looking at Televant  data (LRI). Among

them, participants A  particularly printed out the well

arranged  visual  image  she  retrieved  on-line  as  the referellce

rnaterial  for stimulating  herselfto generate some  ideas and

write  them  down.  The  main  behaviours they  are  presenting

in this stage  are searching  for or retrieving  relevant

infbrmation (S-R), looking at relevant  information (LRI)
and  writing  down  their ideas (WI). Therefore, the major

intention of  the  participants when  they  are  presenting the

S-R behaviour in this stage  is "tto

 write down  the generated
ideas". For this reason,  the stage  is termed  as  

"S-R

 for Wl"

stage  in this study.

   After the  
"S-R

 for WI"  stage,  participant A  and  D

searched  for some  visual  stimuli  from  the  reference  book

(S-R) mainly  for creating  new  sketches  (CNS), At the same

stage, participant B  and  C were  retrieving  some  visual

infbrmation on-line  through keying in some  keywords on

the website  by computer  to create new  representations

siinilar  to participant A  and  D's intention. In particular, a

large number  of  more  complete  sketches  were  done by the

four participants in this period: panicipant A  created  7

sketches  (totally 11 sketches  had been created),  participant
B  16 (totally 20), participant C 5 (totally 7) and  participant
D 1O (totally 16). The chiefbehaviours  they  are  showing  in

this stage  are searching  for or  retrieving  yelevant

information (S-R), looking at own  sketches  (LOS), creating

new  sketches  (CNS) and  continuing  to sketch  (CS). And  the

major  intention ofthe  participants when  they are  presenting

the  S-R  behaviour in this stage  is '`to

 create  new  sketchesi',

The  stage  therefbre  is termed  as  
"S-R

 foT CNS"  stage  in this

study. After this stage, most  of  them  seemed  to continually

revise  and  adjust  the sketches,  adding  some  elements  to the

previous figures or  drawing clear-cut  outlines  of  the

previous designs they  have accornplished  (CS),

3.2. The  Linkage  between  the Searched Content and  the

Done  Sketches

   In order  to find the linkage relationship  between the

content  they were  searching  for and  the content  they  were

sketching  in the ideation process this study  mainly  analyzed

the experimental  data of  the four participants' 
L`S-R

 for

CNS"  stage  in which  they are searching  for some  specific

stimuli  obviously  while  creating  the new  sketches.  For
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TabLe  3 Two  Stages S-R Behavioural Ftow of  the  Four  Participants

Behay!oural StageMain  Bebavtoural  CodesPar"cipantA ParticipantB ParticipantC ParticipantD

S-R  forWI S-R, LRI and  WI

1sr -. 14th bchaviour

CS,  CNS,  S-R  and  LOS

1st tu sth behaviouT

ptyl･1,

//'i/'i'i'

1 
5t
 .- 8th behaviour

   .,,., 
･-
 esa

  
'I , ."

   
'
 mudt.

gth N 14th behaviour

1stN6thbehaviour

SvR  for CNS

1s'h -- 2oth behavioursth  -. 1 Oth behavieur

i' 
''it

6th -- 19th behaviour

M,kgki
PartictpantA ParticipantB

       
'ig

Kepverttst  '
Heath  wrTeeJ Chej-  People
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Figure4. Thc Participants' Searched or  Retrieved Content and  Sketches

iltustrating the linkage between the type of  visual  stimuli

and  the  transformation  of  ideas in detail, the  experimental

data of  participants A  and  B  that shows  the clear path of

targets-searching  and  monitored  by a  proper visual  angle,

left-back side  of  them,  was  selected  in this study. For this

reason,  the experimental  data we  utilized in this section

were  the segments  from  the ISth to the 20th behaviour of

participant A's behavioural flow and  from the 5th to the 1Oth

behayiour of  participant B's. The searched  or retrieved

content  and  done sketches  of  the two participants in their

ideation process are shovvn  in Figure 4. And  the dotted

arrQws  with  digits in Figure 4 show  the  order  that the two

participants canied  out  the sketches  in this period.

Moreover,  we  place the pictures outside  the participants'

main  sketches  in sequence  through  examining  the  searched

or  retrieved  content  in the  experimental  data.

   The  sketching  procedure of  participant A  is shown  in
the left side  of  Figure 4 and  interpreted it in sequence  as

fo1]ows. First of  all, before her `CS-R  for CN  S" stage  period,

she  had keyed in six  keywords to retrieve  some  information

on-line  in order  to generate ideas, which  included
"Olympic",

 
`Cdisabled-people

 icon", C:Paralympics"

 and  so

on. Then  she  had written  down  27  words  on  a  piece ofpaper

by refening  the retrieved  data in the "S-R
 fbr WI7' stage

period. The  27 words  as the ideas were  uti}ized later on,

which  included Ctheart",

 
t`wheel

 chair", 
"peop]e",

 
"sun",

`tcircle",

 
tLrainbow]'

 and  so on.  After that, she  started to

search  for some  visual stimuli  from a reference  book and

pasted memory  stickers  on  the targets she  needed  as

reference  materials. And  then, she continued  by  writing

down  five words  which  include 
"wings",

 
"lines",

 
"colorfu1",

"silhouette"
 and  

"movement".

   Next, she simultaneously  drew some  sketches  as  the

first arrow  shows  and  referred  to the visual stimuli  she  had
marked  after having pasted rnernory  stickers  by or  by

looking at the words  she  has written  down  befbre. This

period therefore  transferred  
"S-R

 for WI"  into "S-R
 for

CNS"  stage  at  this point. However, the four sketches

obviously  were  influenced by the written  down  words,  such

as 
[theart]',

 
C`wheel

 chair",  
`tpeople"

 and  
"sun".

 Then  she  did
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another  three designs by referring  to an  abstraet  form as  the

picture shows  which  is placed to the left of  the second  arrow.

We  then  fbund the  three  sketches  that participant A  had

done differed from the others  from which  we  coajecture  that

she  was  inspired by  the  abstract  form.

   After that, she  accomplished  another  three sketches  by

referring  to the left picture near  the third arrow  which

includes figures of  people, a  running  person and  several

circles, and  the ideas she  has used  in the figures ofthe  first

arrow.  SubsequentlM she  finished the two  sketches  below by

referring  to the  picture near  by the fourth arrow,  She

obviously  combined  a moving  figure and  the archery.

Following  this, she  added  wings  on  the first sketch  which

resulted  in the left picture near  the fifth arrow.  Then  she

added  a squaTe  with  three figures beneath on  the fourth

sketch  of  the  first ljne that was  influenced by  the  picture
near  by the sixth arrow.  Lastly, she  added  a semicircle

above  the third sketch  of  the third line that was  affected  by

the  word,  
"rainbow".

   In addition,  participant B's sketching  procedure is also

shown  in the  right  side  of  Figure 4 and  describe it in

sequence  as  fbllows, Befbre  her 
"S-R

 for CNS"  stage  period,

she  had keyed in `Cdefectives"
 and  

"gymkhana"
 to retrieve

sorne  infbrmation on-line  to generate ideas. Then she  had

written  down  eight  words  on  a  piece of  paper as  the

generated ideas 1ike 
"gymkhana",

 
"a

 relay  baton", "activity",

`"people",
 

"posture",

 
`"torch",

 
"moving"

 and  
`

℃ircle]', And

she  tried to･ draw an  incomplete sketch.  Afterward she

started  to draw a  more  complete  sketch  as  the first arrow

shows  accompanied  with  S-R behaviour and  referred  to the

marks  of  defective and  Paralympics  she  retrieved  on-line

which  near  by  the  fist arrow.  This period therefore

transferred 
"S-R

 for WI"  into "S-R

 fbr CNS"  at  this point.

Aftcr this, she  carried  out  the seconcl and  third sketches  by

referring  to the two  abstract  figures as the picture shows  that

are  placed to the left of  the third  arrow.  And  we  also  found

the sketch  as the third arrow  directs is different from

previous sketches  from which  we  may  cobjecture  that she

was  inspired by the two  abstract  forJns.

   After that, she  canied  out  the fburth sketch  which  is

cornposed  of  the third sketch  and  a  heart figure, Then  she

tried to transfer the form of  the fourth sketch  into the  fifth

sketch  by  adjusting  the position of  the heart figure.

Subsequently, she  carried  out  the sixth  sketch  by changing

the colored  ribbon  to the fue form  by  referring  to the word

she  has written  down,  
"torch".

 And  then, she  tried to draw

some  new  sketchcs  indicated by the sevcnth  arrow  which

were  affected  by the word,  
[`laurel".

 Then she  gave  up  the

idea of  laurel and  kept on  adjusting  or  revising  the  sixth

sketch  into another  three sketches  which  are  indicated by  as

the eighth  arrow.  Lastly, she  accomplished  a  mark  threugh

clearly  drawing the outline  of  the figure as  the ninth  arrow

shows  and  adding  black tone to it.

3.3. Discussions

   In this study, the desingers' S-R behavioural fiow in

the  ideation process is divided into two  rnain  stages  by

analyzing  the connective  relationship  between all designers'

S-R behaviour and  other  behaviours and  exploring  the

intentions of  different stages  during their ideatien process.

That  is `CS-R for WJ"  stage  and  
'`S-R

 for CNS"  stage.  The

behavioural chain  of  
"S-R

 for WI"  stage  includes the

behaviours of  searching  foT or  retrieving  relevant

information (S-R), looking at  relevant  information (LRI),
and  writing  down  generated ideas (WI). Designers in "S-R

for WI"  stage  period may  appear  the "analysis'"

 and

`[generation"

 activities, And  the rnain  intention of  this stage

is to generate ideas and  write  or  note  them  down, However,

the behavioural chain  of  
t`S-R

 for CNS"  stage  includes the

behaviours of  searching  for or  retrieving  relevant

information (S-R), creating  new  sketches  (CNS), continuing

to sketch  (CS) and  looking at  own  sketches  (LOS),
Designers in "S-R

 for CNS'" stage  period may  appear  the
"generation"

 and  
:`evaluation"

 activities.  And  the  main

intention of  this stage  is to create  ncw  sketches  as  the

representation  oftheir  generated ideas.

    According to Howard  et al.'s comparison  of  creative

process [24], the phases of  analysis,  generation, eva]uation

and  communication  f implementation are  included. They

mentioned  about  more  recent  research  psychologists have

thought  of  the creative  process could  be interpreted as  the

design process and  thus combined  the phases of  analysis,

generation and  evaluation  with  engineering  design process
to fbrm  a  creative  design process. Therefore, the activities

of  analysis, generation and  evaluation  within  the graphic
designers' 

`tS-R

 for WI"  and  
"S-R

 fbr CNS"' stages  we

mentioned  above  obviously  shows  the similar  feature to the

engineering  designers' design process. Accordingly, the

graphic designers' ideation proccss may  be analogous  to the

ideation process ofthe  product, engineering  or  architectural

design area.

    In addition,  two  significant  phenomena  could  be drawn

in the observation  of  paTticipant A  and  B's '`S-R

 for WI"

period and  
"S-R

 for CNS"  period. First, the  two  designers

tend  to generate more  diffbrent directions of  ideas in the
`"S-R

 fbr WI"  period than in the 
C`S-R

 for CNS"  period,
However, the designers combined  different ideas or

cornbined  them  with  their imagination to fbrm  the  main
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Figure5,  TWo-stage  S-R  Behayioural  Flow  in Designers'  fdeation

ideas in the "S-R
 fbr CNS"  period, In the findings, we  may

consider  Guilford's conception  of  divergencc-convcrgence

thmkmg  within  creative  process [25]. That is, designers

develop ideas  dunng their 
"S-R

 for WI"  stage  with  more

divergence thinkmg  while  with  more  convergence  thinking

during their "S-R  fbr CNS"  stage  m  their ideation process as

Figure5shows

    Second, in terms  of  the 1inkage relationship  of  the

searched  content  or  the written  words  and  the conduion  of

the participant A  and  B's idea transforming, we  found that

the  visual  stimuli  with  more  concrete  features that the

diesigner found were  utilrzed  to comhine  with  others  to fbrm

a complete  idea. And  this kind of  stimuli inspired them  to

deyelop many  sirmlar  ideas. However,  the visual  stimuli

with  more  abstract  features seemed  to be comhined  with  the

designer's imagination to form  the  different ideas that

differed from the previous ideas. Therefore, we  adopted  the

three interactive  worlds  in Gero and  Kannengiesser's

discourse [13] to mterpret  this part of  the results  in this

study, That  is, m  designers' ideation process, they  try to

imagine what  will  be needed  m  their "expected
 world"  to

present the  searching-retrieving  (S-R) behaviour m  their
`"external

 world",  Once  the reference  they found has the

concrete  feature sought  after it will be combined  together to

form  an  idea through the designers' interpretation in their
'`interpreted

 world"  that interacts with  their 
"external

world",  m  which  the individual reference  may  be treated as

a  component  that is assembled  with  others  to be a  whole.

On  the other  hand, the reference  they found  that has an

abstract  feature will be immersed m  designers' 
"expected

world"  that  is then  combined  with  their imagination to form
a  different idea, m  which  the mdividual  reference  may  be
1ike a  tractor fbr drawing out  the designers' memorM

experience  or  knowledge  to mteract  with  the  abstract

reference  to create  a new  one.

    However,  the study  also  fbund  two  major  differences

in the whole  ideation process among  all participants. FirstlM

in their task, most  designers retrieved  relevant  information

on-line  by computeT  fbr developing the ideas  during their

whole  ideation process except  participant D. It may  raise the

potentiality that the  infiuence of  the retrievmg  behaviour on

designers' representation  can  be considered  by design-

related  research  in the future. Second, among  all designers,

only  participant B  seemed  to continually  create  new

sketches  by  referring  to the previous realistic  sketches  she

had done. Her  tendency resulted  m  the amount  of  similar

ideas  she  generated durmg the whole  ideation process (see
the sketches  m  the  nght  side  ofFigure4),

4. Conclusions

    The  study  mainly  examined  four professional graphic

designers' ideation process and  focused on  their

searching-retrieving  behaviour (S-R) and  described the

connective  relatienship  between the searched  content  and

the transformed  ideas of  panicipant A  and  B. From  the

results we  propose the designers' S-R behaviouTal flow in

the ideation  process is divided into the two  main  stages  of

:`S-R
 for WI"  and  

"S-R
 for CNS"  Moreover,  three  mam

findings in the study  were:  first, the designers tend to

generate more  different directions of  ideas  m  the  
"S-R

 for

WI"  stage  period and  comhine  different ideas  or  corribine

them  with  their imagination in the `CS-R
 for CNS"  stage

period. Second, the visual  stimuli  with  more  concrete

features that designers found was  utilized  to combme  with

others  to form  a complete  idea while  the visual  stimuli  with

more  abstract  features seem  to be combined  with  the

designer's imagination to form seme  ideas that differed

from the previous ideas, Third, designers tend to develop

similar  ideas  when  the references  they searched  fbr were

more  concrete,  On  the contrary,  the abstract  visual  stimuli

seem  to give designers more  different kinds ofperspectives

to form  a  greater diversity of  ideas  than the concrete  visual

stirrruli  did.

    Fmally, there  are  sorne  restrictions  and  insufficiencies

during our  research  that we  should  revise  in  any  further

study.  They  include the  nurnbcr  of  the participants, the

monitormg  angle  ancl  the results  through  in-situ observation

are the limitations in this study.  Because the observational

data analysis  itself is a time-consuming  process, cooperation

with  the behavioural coding  scheme  makes  it almost

irnpossible to pTovide statistically  enough  number  of

subjects.  Thus, for the nurriber  of  the participants, the

research  might be regarded  as  a  pilot study  for proposing an
analytical  method  to the related  research,  Besides, by

examining  the experimenta1  data, we  found the irnproper
monitoring  angle  during participant C and  D's task, right
-back

 side  of  them. rnade  the analysis  of  precisely tracing
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the designers7 sketches  transforming  process is difficult

Therefbre, it should  be noticed  and  improved  in further

study.  However,  it is still insufficient to interpret the decp

linkage relationship  between the searched  content  and  the

transformed  ideas in designer's ideation flow merely

through the method  of  in-situ observatien,  Therefore, other

possible methods,  such  as  retrospective  protocol analysis,

should  be utilized  as  future studies.
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